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UQ’S UNIQUE RECORD AND CAPABILITY IN AGRICULTURE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

World-class expertise and facilities

UQ enjoys an established international reputation for research excellence, and ranks consistently among the world’s top universities within the broad fields of agriculture and life sciences. In fact UQ — which was ranked as the top agricultural research institution in Australia (NTU rankings 2017) — leads the world in tropical agriculture research. We’re also consistently in the top-five agriculture research institutions globally, and Australia’s most diversified agriculture research group.

Our ready access to cutting-edge investigative resources across UQ’s wider research community offers partner organisations many unique benefits. UQ has world-leading researchers in fields such as crop and pasture production, food science, soil sciences, plant biology and genetics, horticultural production, environmental science, as well as animal, equine and wildlife sciences. During the period 2017–2019, UQ attracted more than $111 million in competitive research funding for Agriculture science related projects.

By collaborating with our UQ colleagues and beyond, and by interfacing with industry and government, we rapidly translate research into improvements in the field. Our recent rankings milestones reflect the diversity, commitment and collaborative nature of our staff. Our researchers come from all over the world, and are engaged in international interactions in countries as diverse as Indonesia, the USA, China, Brazil, India and Germany.

We maintain strong links with rural communities, industry and government, both locally and abroad. Together with our partners we work to find sustainable solutions for feeding the world, and to identify commercialisation opportunities.
UQ Agriculture Science/Technology Capability
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GATTON CAMPUS

The University of Queensland Gatton Farms is located on its Gatton Campus, 80 km west of Brisbane. The farms cover **1068 hectares** and include a dairy, piggery, sheep and goat herd, horticultural fields, post-harvest facilities and greenhouses, and an extensive range of plant and farm machinery.

Gatton Farms is spread across two locations. The main area of activities is on the Gatton Campus with another farm, **Darbalara**, located 10 km from the main campus. **Darbalara**'s 184 hectares is home to the School of Veterinary Science **Droughtmaster herd** and beef cattle teaching facility, along with other grazing and crop production.

The Gatton campus is located in the Lockyer Valley which is a highly fertile horticulture area with a subtropical climate that features relatively long hot summers, and short, mild winters with occasional frosts. Rainfall is summer dominant with 65-70% of the total rainfall occurring in October–March. The average annual rainfall to the area is about 780 mm, making this the driest part of south-east Queensland.

Queensland Animal Science Precinct

The Queensland Animal Science Precinct (QASP) provides a biosecure research environment with experienced and qualified staff to deliver high-quality support for all phases of research projects.

QASP is a world-class research facility that accommodates training, teaching, validation and commercialisation of animal research focusing on the research and development requirements of state, national and international animal industries.

QASP can undertake a diverse range of animal research including nutrition, health and disease management, vaccine development, behavioural and welfare studies, biosecurity investigational work, reproduction and food safety.

Animal industries contribute more than of $4 billion to the Queensland economy annually in gross production value and are underpinned by an investment in people, infrastructure and resources of some $25 billion. Animal industries provide major employment in rural and regional Queensland.

Specialised veterinary services

Services include small animal, production animal and equine services at Gatton Campus and the Dayboro Clinic, genetic and laboratory testing, and an adoption program for cats and dogs.

Other Gatton Campus resources also include:
- Native Wildlife Teaching and Research Facility
- Centre for Animal Welfare and Ethics
- Centre for Spray Technology Application Research and Training
- Poultry Science Unit
- Research Nursery
UQ Agriculture Science/Technology Capability

UQ’S world-leading research addresses complex international concerns about food security and sustainable agricultural production.

Our primary focus lies in balancing how to feed a growing world population against rising affluence in developing countries, diminishing natural resources, and the need to improve productivity – while minimising environmental insult.

Our unique geographical location, multidisciplinary and collaborative nature, and stellar track record of innovation and research translation make us global leaders in tropical and sub-tropical agricultural systems research.

Research clusters
Our research is focused within four broad areas, although our individual researchers’ expertise and methodologies cross these boundaries.

• Agribusiness and rural development
• Animal, equine and wildlife sciences
• Food science and technology
• Plant and soil sciences

QUEENSLAND ALLIANCE FOR AGRICULTURE & FOOD INNOVATION

A UQ research institute, the Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation (QAAFI) is one of the world’s leading providers of research in tropical and sub-tropical agriculture and food production. QAAFI works across areas such as crops, horticulture, animals, and nutrition and food sciences, supported by its established links with industry and the Queensland Government.

QAAFI is comprised of four inter-related research centres, with a focus on the challenges facing tropical and sub-tropical food and agribusiness sectors in the tropical and subtropical systems.

Our vision is sustainable agriculture and food achieved through science and innovation.

• Centre for Crop Science
• Centre for Animal Science
• Centre for Nutrition and Food Sciences
• Centre for Horticultural Science

Contact
School of Agriculture and Food Sciences
safs@enquire.uq.edu.au

Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation
qaafi@uq.edu.au

Left: Viridiana Silva-Pere and Alex Wu
Right: QAAFI Centre for Nutrition and Food Sciences
Principal Research Fellow A/Prof. Yasmina Sultanbawa
The digital revolution continues to transform agriculture, in the way it has transformed other key industries, such as telecommunications, banking and mining.

Our digital agriculture capabilities include:

- Crop modelling and forecasting
- Crop forecasting
- Genomics and genetics
- Sensors and automation
- Supply chains and markets
- Protected cropping and controlled environments

Digital agriculture makes use of integrated and connected computerised tools and information, to improve decision-making and productivity across all stages of food production — from genetics to farm management, transport and to the consumer.

Agriculture is yet to experience the full effect of digital technology but leads the way in some of the frontier digital sciences, such as linking remote sensing and predictive systems with genetics and genomics.

UQ’s Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation (QAAFI) offers world-leading capabilities in digital agriculture. At QAAFI, our integrated research teams across cereal and legume crops, horticulture, animal, and food and nutrition sciences, are world-leaders in cutting edge digital technologies.

**Crop modelling and decision support**

QAAFI conducts world-leading research, targeting enhanced profitability and sustainability of cereal and legume cropping systems in tropical and sub-tropical environments. Digital agriculture technologies allow us to integrate our research capabilities across molecular, whole plant, and production-level systems with our frontier research in climate modelling, prediction agriculture, genetics and farming systems to provide informed decision-support tools.

**Sorghum research heats up**

In a changing climate, farmers are already finding that extreme heat events are having a negative impact on the productivity of sorghum crops. Combining genomics, phenomics and modelling, QAAFI researchers are developing more temperature-tolerant varieties of this staple crop.

**Computer ‘brain’ trawls vast datasets for crop advances**

New breeding systems predict the likely paddock performance of breeding material based on a marriage of biological data, climate records and machine-based crop improvement.

Professor Mark Cooper is leading the way as the Chair in Prediction Based Crop Improvement – a role which aims to find innovative solutions to the world’s food-gap issue.

**Artificial intelligence helps make the world more food secure**

A new QAAFI-developed crop simulation software can be fed early-stage photosynthesis discoveries that are being made at the molecular (or subcellular) scale — and extrapolate how this altered photosynthesis biochemistry might impact on crop performance in the form of virtual plants grown under realistic farming conditions affected by real-world weather, soil and rainfall data.

**Small trees horticultural initiative: modelling biology**

The Small-Trees High-Productivity project seeks to improve mango, avocado and macadamia harvests through a better understanding of tree vigour, developmental architecture, crop load, and canopy light relations. Outcomes of experiments in these areas are integrated through functional-structural plant modelling, enabling insights into design of the new orchard systems, which are the ultimate target of the project.
Crop forecasting

QAAFI integrates satellite data, field experimentation, modelling tools, and socioeconomic data, to generate new science that supports decision-making for economic, environmental, and social outcomes to design farming systems better able to deal with production, climate and market risks.

QAAFI is working with the Beijing-based Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth (RADI) to develop crop yield prediction systems using satellite data and biophysical crop modelling systems. The project will help producers and industry cope with weather extremes and climate change.

Predicting optimum crop designs using crop models and seasonal climate forecasts

Bridging productivity gaps by identifying optimum combination genetics and agronomic managements (i.e. crop designs) for the prevailing and expected growing environment — testing skilful seasonal climate forecasting systems.

Seasonal sorghum and wheat forecasts

QAAFI produces regular seasonal outlooks for sorghum and wheat producers in Queensland. OZ-Wheat regional wheat yield forecasts are developed from climate data and modelling, remote sensing and historical data showing likely yield outcomes. They cover Queensland and northern New South Wales. sorghum crop outlooks cover Queensland and northern New South Wales and are based on cropping after winter fallow, sorghum modelling, actual climate data, up to the forecasting date and projected climate data.
Genomics and genetics
QAAFI is home to several of the world’s most highly recognized scientists working in genetics, genomics and genomic prediction across plant and animal agriculture.

In crops, our integrated pre-breeding research programs deliver improved lines to industry based on advanced genetics, phenotyping, bioinformatics, trait physiology and modelling. In animals, we have major programs and capability in genetics and genomics; and the breeding and reproductive capability of northern Australian cattle breeds.

Developing a DNA test to predict the value of an animal’s genetics for fertility
The dream of running a heifer up a crush somewhere in the Gulf country, pulling out some tail hair and within minutes, getting an accurate prediction on her fertility, is one that could soon be realised.

Sugarcane genomics — a game-changer
Sugarcane is world leading industrial crop, important to Queensland and Australia. It is a highly efficient biomass crop and produces higher value products. QAAFI researchers, working with Sugar Research Australia, to sequence the sugarcane genome.

Sugarcane is the last of the global crops to have its genome sequenced, and it is the most complex genome of crop plants.

High folate strawberry in the lab
Scientists have discovered an ‘alpha strawberry’ that is very sweet in flavour and has folate levels that may be up to three times higher than standard strawberries.

Ancient rice genetics a boon for modern production
Wild Australian rice genes could make commercial rice production better suited to northern Australian conditions. The wild rices could contribute resistance to diseases such as rice blast, brown spot and bacterial leaf spots.

Could AI deliver the next wheat breakthrough?
Recent advances in ‘evolutionary computing’ — a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) — are being tapped into in an effort to speed up genetic gain in wheat breeding programs. AI platform FastStack is being designed to track the flow of valuable genes in breeding programs and detect those combinations most likely to improve crop performance.

Breeding Program Analysis Tool
QAAFI and UQ are working with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to evaluate and improve breeding programs in developing countries. The project aims to identify ways of improving breeding programs, leading to greater genetic gains and on-farm profitability.

Sustainable intensification of Australia’s horticultural industry
The Horticultural Tree Genomics project will provide the genetic knowledge required for advanced breeding programs and future intensification of five important Australian horticultural tree crops — avocado, mango, macadamia, citrus and almond.
Across the plant, livestock and horticulture sectors, **digital technologies** are helping to tailor decisions and improve productivity across the supply chain.

**Sensors and automation**

Digital technologies such as the use of satellite linked geo-positioning systems and sensors mounted on UAVs and fit-for-purpose ground rigs enable remote estimation of plant vigour and growth traits. This accelerates selection of adapted lines in large breeding trials and helps in making agronomic decisions on field management tailored to in-field variation. Across the plant, livestock and horticulture sectors, digital technologies are helping to tailor decisions and improve productivity across the supply chain.

An all-seeing mobile platform bristling with lenses and sensors can drive over trial plots during different growth stages and compile a composite 'picture' from the visible to the infrared light spectrums, from thermal and chemical imaging, and laser reflectance (or Lidar as it is known) for high-definition 3D profiles of the plant canopy.

**Drought adaptation: automated lysimeter platforms**

Each lysimeter is located on a load cell and lysimeter weights are recorded every 10 minutes. The re-watering of each lysimeter is fully automated and linked to breeding and phenotyping programs.

This Internet of Things digital technology has been trialled on maize, sorghum and wheat to develop fully automated watering systems and to identify water usage and transpiration rates.
Supply chain and markets

AUSTRALIA enjoys an enviable and deserved reputation as the producer of safe, clean, green foods and agricultural products.

Protecting this supply chain is of paramount importance to the value of our agricultural produce and food supply.

New digital technologies such as blockchain and distributed ledger enable coordination and transparency across supply chains, supporting provenance and value adding.

It should also be noted that blockchain is also being used by major players in value chains to maintain and increase their bargaining power over the chain.

Associate Professor Damian Hine is leading a project on building farm financial models, supported by the rapid uptake of accounting systems such as Xero and MYOB.

The project is designed to enhance the evidence base for better decision making at several levels.

Opportunities for horticultural industries in northern Australia

Working with the CRC for Northern Australia, Associate Professor Damian Hine, QAAFI’s Professor Robert Henry and Professor Neena Mitter head a project to evaluate the potential to expand horticultural industries such as mangoes, lychees and avocados in northern Australia.

Blockchain, genomics and cryptocurrency

Could cryptocurrencies let you control & sell access to your DNA data? Blockchain is the technology that underpins digital currencies. It works as a digital ledger and provides accountability and transparency.

Australian native food

With a developing global interest from consumers wanting to know where their food comes from and a growing, newly-affluent population in many Asian and other export markets, there is an opportunity for Australia to build on its reputation as a producer of quality foods to develop added-value products. QAAFI has major research themes and projects in this space.
Protected cropping and controlled environments

Automation and robotics are revolutionising the growth of crops in protected and controlled environments. Such environments range from netting and plastic coverings of crops, to climate-controlled structures with computerised ventilation systems, advanced computer-controlled heating and cooling systems and nutrition enrichment technologies which are now driving the growth of urban and vertical farms. Controlled environments provide optimal growing conditions while reducing and, in some conditions, almost eliminating the need for chemical inputs to manage pests and diseases.

Digital horticulture

QAAFI’s Professor Neena Mitter, Director of the Centre for Horticultural Sciences says protected cropping promises big things for both western and developing nations in terms of production and nutrition. Read more

By using speed breeding techniques in specially modified glasshouses we can grow six generations of wheat, chickpea and barley plants, and four generations of canola plants in a single year.

Space age plant breeding lights the way for future crops

By using speed breeding techniques in specially modified glasshouses we can grow six generations of wheat, chickpea and barley plants, and four generations of canola plants in a single year - as opposed to two or three generations in a regular glasshouse, or a single generation in the field.
NASA experiments to grow wheat in space were the inspiration for UQ scientists to develop the world’s first ‘speed breeding’ procedures here on planet Earth. UQ Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation (QAAFI) Senior Research Fellow Dr Lee Hickey said the NASA experiments involved using continuous light on wheat which triggered early reproduction in the plants.

“We thought we could use the NASA idea to grow plants quickly back on Earth, and in turn, accelerate the genetic gain in our plant breeding programs,” Dr Hickey said.

He was part of the team from the UQ School of Agriculture that began trialling speed-breeding techniques to cut the length of plant breeding cycles more than 10 years ago.

“By using speed-breeding techniques in specially modified glasshouses we can grow six generations of wheat, chickpea and barley plants, and four generations of canola plants in a single year — as opposed to two or three generations in a regular glasshouse, or a single generation in the field,” Dr Hickey said.

“Our experiments showed that the quality and yield of the plants grown under controlled climate and extended daylight conditions was as good, or sometimes better, than those grown in regular glasshouses.”

He said information on how to use speed breeding was increasingly in demand from other researchers and industry.

“There has been a lot of interest globally in this technique due to the fact that the world has to produce 60–80 per cent more food by 2050 to feed its nine billion people.”

The speed-breeding technique has largely been used for research purposes but is now being adopted by industry.

UQ scientists, in partnership with Dow AgroSciences, have used the technique to develop the new ‘DS Faraday’ wheat variety.

“DS Faraday is a high protein, milling wheat with tolerance to pre-harvest sprouting,” Dr Hickey said.

“We introduced genes for grain dormancy so it can better handle wet weather at harvest time — which has been a problem wheat scientists in Australia have been trying to solve for 40 years,” he said.

“We’ve finally had a breakthrough in grain dormancy, and speed breeding really helped us to do it.”

Dr Hickey said the level of interest in speed breeding led to his collaborators at the John Innes Centre and the University of Sydney to write a Nature Plants paper, which outlines all the protocols involved in establishing speed breeding systems and adaptation of regular glasshouse facilities.

UQ PhD student Amy Watson was a co-first author of the paper and conducted some of the key experiments that documented the rapid plant growth and flexibility of the system for multiple crop species.

Dr Hickey believes the sky is the limit for the new technology and he is now investigating the integration of speed breeding with other modern crop breeding technologies.

“It could also have some great applications in future vertical farming systems, and some horticultural crops,” Dr Hickey said.

Speed breeding is a powerful tool to accelerate crop research and breeding is available at Nature Plants. (doi: 10.1038/s41477-017-0083-8)
Gene-editing sugarcane for use in renewable energy and bioplastics could help secure the industry’s future.

The University of Queensland’s Professor Robert Henry said sugarcane’s reinvention as an “energycane” crop could sustain the industry in the face of falling global demand for sugar.

“The industry must think beyond just producing sugar, to also producing electricity, biofuels for transportation and oils to replace traditional plastics,” he said.

Professor Henry, Director of the Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation (QAAFI) at UQ, is conducting the first gene-editing experiments to tailor sugarcane production to effectively produce biofuels and bioplastics.

“It’s about reinventing sugarcane as a crop with a wider range of end uses, and sugarcane is ideal for renewables because it is fast-growing with abundant biomass,” he said.

He is working with a global team to sequence the sugarcane genome as part of a US Joint Genome Institute project.

“Sugar is the last major cultivated plant to have its genome sequenced, and we expect to see it fully decoded by 2020,” Professor Henry said.

“Having sugar’s genetic template will allow us to look at growing sugarcane as a biofuel and a source of 100 per cent recyclable bioplastic, making it a substitute for petroleum in the production of countless items from cosmetics to car parts,” he said.

Professor Henry’s call to rethink sugarcane is supported by Cooperative Research Centre for Developing Northern Australia Chair Ms Sheriden Morris.

Sugarcane at Meringa research station

“Gene-editing of the sugarcane genome will allow the sugar industry to explore adaptations that will reduce environmental impacts, especially on the Great Barrier Reef,” Ms Morris said.

“It will help the industry to broaden the potential of a sugar crop to a wider range of uses. Biofuels and bioplastics will be important to the long-term future of the industry,” she said.

Professor Henry, who has helped lead genomic breakthroughs in decoding the sugarcane genome, said the science was quickly developing to allow growers to tap into the commercial opportunities in renewables.

“Australia’s sugarcane growers are facing a falling sugar price — driven by declining world demand and increased competition in India and Brazil.”

“The industry must look to the future,” she said.

QAAFI researchers supported by the US Joint BioEnergy Institute and Sugar Research Australia through an Australian Research Council Linkage grant are testing a range of sugarcane varieties to identify which types produce ethanol most effectively and efficiently.

Researchers are also collaborating with the Indian Institute of Technology in Delhi to investigate processes that break down sugarcane fibre to make bioplastics.

“Drink bottles made from sugarcane bioplastics are just one product on the agenda from this collaboration,” Professor Henry said.

“Economics is the key. Now that we understand more about the genetics of sugarcane, these sorts of products are becoming commercially realistic.”

Contact

Professor Robert Henry
robert.henry@uq.edu.au
Remote sensing – key to modern environmental management

The remote sensing teams’ skills are in high demand across state and federal agencies, helping them to measure the effectiveness of environmental management policy decisions.

REMOTE sensing has evolved to become the tool-of-choice for environmental organisations around the world. UQ researchers Professor Stuart Phinn, Dr Chris Roelfsema and Dr Peter Scarth lead a cross-disciplinary team of scientists who specialise in measuring and monitoring environmental changes using earth observation data.

Their teams’ skills are in high demand across local, state and federal agencies, private industry and NGOs helping them to measure the effectiveness of environmental management decisions.

By being at the forefront of the scientific methods used to measure and monitor environmental changes, the Joint Remote Sensing Research Program assists Australian government agencies in keeping pace with rapid changes in remote sensing technology.

Their methods and research to operational program underpins the use of satellite data in legislated mapping and monitoring programs in multiple states and territories, as well as leading national development and coordination of earth observation through Earth Observation Australia.

As professor of Geography at UQ, Stuart Phinn teaches remote sensing and directs the Remote Sensing Research Centre, which includes programs to support government agencies across Australia (Joint Remote Sensing Research Program) and enabling coordination across all government, industry and research groups collecting and using EO data (Earth Observation Australia).

The majority of Dr Scarth’s work uses images collected from satellite and aircraft, in combination with field measurements, to map and monitor the Earth’s environments and how they are changing over time. This work is done in collaboration with other environmental scientists, government environmental management agencies, NGO’s and private companies.

Contact
Professor Stuart Phinn
s.phinn@uq.edu.au

Great Barrier Reef geomorphic — one of the many observational data tools used to measure and monitor environmental changes.
Drought fodder crop takes centre stage

A FAST-GROWING legume could become a viable feed option for drought-affected cattle farmers in Australia’s north.

Associate Professor Max Shelton, from UQ’s School of Agriculture and Food Sciences, said leucaena legume (Leucaena leucocephala) offers a profitable and environmentally-sustainable option for cattle producers in dry, tropical regions.

“Leucaena addresses the main problem with achieving high quality range-fed beef in the tropics — it supplies high-quality protein when cattle need it most, in the dry season, or during a drought such as we’re having now,” he said.

“There are substantial establishment costs, but it’s a profitable long-term investment with few risks, so in trying times like this, it’s an amazing fodder crop.”

Leucaena has been widely adopted in northern Australia and other tropical countries in the past 20 years, and has been the subject of considerable research.

This long-term data has helped address environmental concerns about the widespread use of the legume in farming.

“Many environmentalists view the legume as a potential weed threat, as there’s already a lot of weed leucaena along coastal Queensland,” Dr Shelton said.

“The evidence shows that it didn’t come from graziers’ paddocks.”

“In fact, there are environmental benefits, as leucaena is very effective at reducing methane emissions and sequestering carbon.”

“That’s just another reason why planting leucaena is the most productive, profitable and sustainable long-term strategy for pasture improvement for the northern Australian beef industry.”

Super clones to conquer coconut crisis

AGEING coconut palm trees could be replaced quickly and cheaply by superior cloned coconuts being developed by University of Queensland researchers.

PhD student Eveline Kong, from the Cocobio Laboratory at UQ’s School Of Agriculture and Food Sciences, said the project would help avoid a coconut shortage caused by old coconut palms becoming less productive each year.

“Hype for coconut products used as dairy alternatives, for coconut oil or snacks is driving exponential growth in the market,” Ms Kong said.

“However, the industry faces a looming shortage as most trees were planted 70 or more years ago and every year these older plants produce fewer and fewer coconuts.”

She said rough estimates suggested that nearly a billion new trees need to be planted to meet rising demand.

“The problem is that conventional breeding – from seed – takes a long time and it’s hard to breed palms with specific characteristics.

“So to keep up with market demands we’re developing coconut cloning, propagation and conservation techniques that are fast, economical and let us select desired traits.

“It should only take three years to turn a baby palm — a plantlet — into a fruit bearing tree, a dramatic improvement on traditional breeding methods that can take many years.”

The team plans to clone coconut plantlets from ‘mother’ plants that are high yield, disease resistant and drought tolerant.

“We’re not only aiding productivity, but also creating a more resilient, more nutritious coconut,” Ms Kong said.

“We do this by taking a small piece of tissue from the mother plant and then growing it in culture, helping achieve high rates of coconut cell multiplication.

“Once the cells form into embryos, they’re transferred to a platform containing nutrients and growth hormones this stimulates roots, stem and leaf production.

“From there it’s a matter of planting, and then, voilà.

“These advances will bring great benefits to Australian farmers, as well as farmers from Pacific nations like Fiji, Samoa, Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu and Kiribati — so our research is truly protecting livelihoods around the globe.”

Contacts

Eveline Kong
e.kong@uq.edu.au

Associate Professor Max Shelton
m.shelton@uq.edu.au
UNIVERSITY of Queensland researchers will develop a program to help improve the livelihoods of farmers in the Pacific islands by tackling problems caused by pests and crop diseases. The program is the keystone of a five year project funded by a $4.4 million grant from The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research.

Dr Michael Furlong, an applied entomologist from UQ’s School of Biological Sciences, said developing sustainable solutions for farmers was vital.

“The project will work with Pacific island governments to promote biological control of insect pests as part of an overall approach to sustainable agriculture,” he said.

“The production of high-value fruit and vegetable crops free from unsafe agrochemicals is a priority in many Pacific island countries.

“These chemicals can be expensive and often have adverse effects on the environment and human health.

“This grant gives us a real opportunity to help improve the livelihoods of farming families and their communities by significantly improving the ways in which crop pests and diseases are managed over the longer term.”

The researchers will develop a regional ‘Plant Health Clinic’ program, which will train ministry and NGO extension staff to run clinics where farmers can have crop problems diagnosed and get advice on how to manage pests and diseases.

“This will increase the capacity of national ministries and help poor farmers deal with difficult production issues at a time when food security presents a serious problem,” Dr Furlong said.

UQ will partner on the project with regional organisation, Pacific Community, the agriculture ministries of Fiji, Samoa, Solomon Islands and Tonga and the National Agricultural Research Institute in Papua New Guinea.

Contact
Dr Michael Furlong
m.furlong@uq.edu.au

“A spider eats a pest insect in a crop that has not been sprayed with synthetic pesticide. These predators are also important biological control agents of pests.”

— Dr Michael Furlong
Against the grain: soil constraints holding back Australian wheat

A MODEL developed by researchers at The University of Queensland could address soil problems that cost Australia’s wheat producers almost $2 billion a year.

Dr Yash Dang, from UQ’s School of Agriculture and Food Sciences, said the model measured the economic impact of soil problems and could help guide investment decisions on remediation and minimise productivity losses.

“Soil sodicity (too much sodium in the soil), salinity, acidity and alkalinity and compaction significantly affect grain production in Australia,” he said.

“Each soil constraint has a different cause – with different treatment options – meaning that the management of each issue has different economic costs and opportunities.”

The project used data from sources, including yield data based on previous work by CSIRO, ABS and analysis of remote sensing imagery, soil data from the National Soil Site Collation and climate data from the Scientific Information for Land Owners database.

Dr Thilak Mallawaarachchi, from UQ’s School of Economics, said the team managed to isolate the real costs of some of the country’s worst soil issues for wheat production.

“The results underlined the large impact of soil sodicity, affecting 68 per cent of Australia’s wheat-cropping land and costing farmers $1.15 billion annually,” he said.

“On top of that, we estimate that $380 million of our wheat crops are lost per year from soil acidity.

“We know how to address these issues – through traditional treatments like the application of gypsum and lime respectively – so we can use this data to find the best way to make remediation investments.”

In a follow-up project, the team is looking to provide fine-scale information for landholders.

“We’re building a software tool that can collate and summarise the relevant remote-sensing and soil data in a form that would be useful for individual farmers,” Dr Dang said.

“The software tool, along with a soil kit, will help them identify consistently high or low-yielding areas of paddocks, and diagnose potential soil constraints that might be causing any production losses in their paddocks.”

“We’re hoping this work not only contributes towards ensuring greater profits for farmers, but also to better global food security.”

The research was published in *Land Degradation and Development* (DOI: 10.1002/ldr.3130).

Funding for this project was provided by the Grains Research and Development Corporation.

**Contacts**

Dr Yash Dang
y.dang@uq.edu.au.

Dr Thilak Mallawaarachchi
t.mallawaarachchi@uq.edu.au
Research groups and centres

Integrative legume research group

THE Integrative legume research group is an internationally-renowned research network of plant scientists conducting cutting-edge research into legumes and other plant species. It is head-quartered at the University and has research affiliates in leading Australian and overseas laboratories.

We selected legumes (17,000 species are known - ranging from herbaceous, weeds, grain crops to large forest trees) as a focus because of their wide role in human and environmental well-being, their special ability to enter a nitrogen-fixing symbiosis with soil bacteria, and their broad scientific database in phytochemistry, genetics, genomics and physiology.

Our scientists aim to understand how plant cells communicate, grow and differentiate to attain specific physiological functions. Cutting-edge research into plant physiology, genetics, molecular and cell biology is providing fundamental insights into developing enhanced food production, agricultural sustainability, environmental quality and products for human health.

The original Centre was established in 2003 by a major grant from the Australian Research Council (ARC), combining researchers at the Australian National University, the University of Melbourne and the University of Newcastle. Substantial advances were attained (see Annual Reports). By the end of 2010, ARC central funding ceased, but ARC permitted the continuation of the Centre within the Queensland node. Current funding is from competitive grants, UQ support and industrial partnerships as well as donations.

China Agricultural Economics Group

WE’VE been involved in agricultural economics research in China since the mid-1980s. Our work focuses strongly on research into China’s ruminant livestock industries and its western and pastoral regions, and covers:

- Grassland management
- Integrated crop livestock systems in Tibet and Gansu
- Industry policy and marketing in the cattle and beef, wool and wool textile, sheepmeat, cashmere and dairy industries.

In recent years, we’ve extended our research into neighbouring Asian countries, including Mongolia.

Contacts

Integrative Legume Research Group
b.ferguson1@uq.edu.au

China Agricultural Economics Group
j.zhang10@uq.edu.au
The Centre for Crop Science within UQ’s Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation (QAAFI) conducts world-leading research targeting enhanced profitability and sustainability of cereal and legume cropping systems in tropical and sub-tropical environments. The centre pursues excellence in crop science at molecular, whole plant, and production system levels. QAAFI’s integrated research capabilities include crop genetics, physiology, and modelling, along with soil science and weed biology.

Crop improvement
Integrated pre-breeding research programs delivering advanced lines to industry based on advanced genetics, phenotyping, bioinformatics, trait physiology and modelling.
- Germplasm development with structured populations, advanced phenotyping, and speed breeding in sorghum, barley, and wheat
- Traits delivering adaptation to water limited environments and resistance to pests and diseases
- Strong industry and international links

Contact
Professor David Jordan
+61 7 4542 6722
david.jordan@uq.edu.au

Weed biology and management
Weed seed biology and weed ecology research targeting management of weed species.
- Non-chemical and chemical control options to manage weeds in grain and cotton cropping systems
- Managing herbicide resistant – weeds
- Weed and seed physiology and biology

Contact
A/Professor Bhagirath Chauhan
+61 7 5460 1541
b.chauhan@uq.edu.au

Soil nutrition and health
Field and controlled environment research to support the development of agronomic practices and crop rotations that maintain healthy soils and sustainable farming systems.
- Developing fertility management strategies to maintain productive capacity of cropping soils.
- Exploring impacts of root systems on acquisition of water and nutrients
- Developing strategies for effective use of grain legumes in farming systems

Contact
Professor Mike Bell
+61 7 5460 140
m.bell4@uq.edu.au

Grain crop physiology and modelling
Integrating crop science from the molecular to whole plant levels by linking experimentation with mathematical models of crop growth and development.
- Exploring the physiology and genetics of complex adaptive traits in field crops with a focus on water productivity
- Aiding crop management and design for enhanced production in water-limited environments
- Evaluating the efficiency with which resources (radiation, water and nitrogen) are utilized by crop plants

Contact
Professor Andrew Borrell
+61 7 4542 6740
a.borrell@uq.edu.au

Farming systems
Integrating field experimentation, modelling tools, and socioeconomic data, to generate new science that supports decision-making for economic, environmental, and social outcomes.
- Designing farming systems better able to deal with production, climate and market risks
- Working with farmers to reduce yield gaps, manage risks, and enhance resilience and sustainability of production systems

Contact
Professor Daniel Rodriguez
+61 7 5460 153
d.rodriguez@uq.edu.au
The Centre for Horticultural Science within UQ’s Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation (QAAFI) delivers improvements to productivity, profitability and sustainability of horticulture industries. Our world-class researchers drive innovation and industry adoption to increase the competitiveness of Australia’s horticultural industries globally. We work in close collaboration with government, industry and growers to boost innovation, productivity and economic growth.

**Plant protection**
Detection and identification of diseases in tropical horticulture and develop integrated disease management practices to reduce crop losses, improve productivity and ensure product quality.

- Detection and identification of emerging and exotic pests and pathogens
- Diagnostic capability for tropical plant diseases
- Disease management in avocado, banana, citrus, macadamia.
- Phenotyping germplasm for disease resistance
- Fruit quality

**Contact**
Professor André Drenth
a.drenth@uq.edu.au

**Emerging technologies**
Innovative, cross-disciplinary platform technologies to impact productivity, environmental sustainability and economic growth of the horticulture sector.

- Nanotechnology for crop protection — BioClay platform
- Novel plant propagation technologies
- Germplasm conservation
- Genomics, gene editing and modelling for crop improvement

**Contact**
Professor Neena Mitter
n.mitter@uq.edu.au

**Horticulture crop breeding and agronomy**
Improving the productivity and quality of horticultural crops through application of genetics and genomics in selection and breeding, integrated with orchard agronomy.

- Conservation and genetic improvement of horticultural crops
- Sub-tropical and tropical fruit tree crop breeding and improvement
- Rootstock evaluation and selection to improve productivity
- Improving orchard production systems

**Contact**
A/Professor Bruce Topp
b.topp@uq.edu.au
UQ is well endowed with researchers who work to boost the economic benefits of agriculture. The complexities of trade policy, commercialisation and financial modelling are but some of the many high-level challenges behind shifting agricultural products from farm to fork.

The pace, scale and complexity of global trade and finance have rapidly evolved over the past 60 years, placing enormous pressure on governments, policy-makers and industry. Similarly, the threats faced by countries and societies have changed dramatically in recent years with cyber attacks and threats to climate, energy and water security now a feature of contemporary policy debate.

- **Professor Brad Sherman** works across many aspects of intellectual property law, with a particular emphasis on its historical, doctrinal and conceptual development. He is also interested in the role of intellectual property in relation to food security.

- **Associate Professor Damian Hine** works on business model innovation for community businesses to make them more attractive to impact investors. His research interests are built on the impact of innovation and innovations for businesses, communities and industries. He has worked with fisheries, the pearl industry, horticulture and tourism across the Asia-Pacific region.

- **Dr Kiah Smith** is an early career sociologist in the fields of environment and development, with a focus on agrifood political and cultural economy. Her research focuses on understanding the transformation of local and global food systems in light of shifting social relations and global environmental change, and emphasises the social and political-economic factors underpinning the ways that food production, trade and consumption are understood and contested by multiple actors (farmers, women, supermarkets, policy makers, activists) at local, national and global levels.

- **Professor Karen Hussey** and her colleagues are assessing the major challenges that Australian and European negotiators face in tackling the agricultural trade barriers between the two trading partners. The work is informed by statistical analysis of the current trading relationship; interviews with key industry peak bodies and government departments; analysis of previous FTAs involving Australia and the EU; submissions to government enquiries; and the peer-reviewed academic literature.

Contact
UQ Centre for Policy Futures
policyfutures@uq.edu.au
+61 7 3443 3118
Using population genetics and genomics to better understand insect pests and weeds

UQ researchers are using population genetics and genomics to improve our understanding of insect pests and weeds (both agricultural and environmental).

One group is using population genetics to see how different populations are connected by movement, and to determine how many species might be present in an agricultural pest (many agricultural pests look like one species, but using genetics we often find that they are actually several species that look the same — this is important for control and biosecurity).

Genomics helps us to understand how insects and plants evolve resistance to chemical control measures.

Contact
James Hereward
j.hereward@uq.edu.au

Herbicide resistance in agricultural weeds

Postdoctoral Research Fellow Dr James Hereward has sequenced the genomes (and gene expression) of two important agricultural weeds in Australia to understand how they have evolved resistance to the herbicide glyphosate, and then used population genetics to track how many times herbicide resistance has evolved and how it might spread through the agricultural landscape.

Population genomics of migration dynamics in brown planthopper

Brown planthopper is the most serious insect pest of rice – a key staple crop. Despite decades of research tracking this insect with traditional techniques the migration dynamics of this pest across China and southeast Asia have not been resolved. With his collaborators (insect ecologists) in China, Dr Hereward has been using whole-genome resequencing of natural populations of this pest to determine their migration dynamics. They have shown that southeast Asia is the main source of the annual migration into the temperate regions of China. Counter to previous studies – their genomics approach shows that the Philippines population is quite separate from the mainland populations and doesn’t contribute to the migration. This explains why the Philippines population has high levels of insecticide resistance but the mainland population doesn’t.

Using genetics to understand cryptic species of agricultural pests.

Many of our serious agricultural pests look like one species, but when scientists investigate them using genetics they turn out to be more than one “cryptic species”. This has important implications for the way we manage these pests and also how we set biosecurity priorities. Recently, one thrips pest that Dr Hereward investigated turned out to have as many as seven cryptic species within it – three of which are present in Australia. This means that in Australia we have to approach this insect as three different pests – and that we also need to try to exclude the other four with biosecurity measures.
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## Outstanding record of publication

Consistently ranked among Australia’s leading agriculture research institutions, UQ makes a strong and lasting contribution to published scientific literature in areas such as agriculture, land and farm management, animal production, crop and pasture production, fisheries sciences, forestry sciences, horticultural production, and veterinary sciences.

During the period 2017-2019, UQ researchers published more than 816 first-quartile papers in these disciplines (field of research code 07). Below we showcase 118 publications, all in the global top 5% of their subject area.*
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(*Categorised under FoR code 07 published in journals ranked according to CiteScore)
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